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A B S T R A C T
Information on the wave climate at a particular location is essential in many areas of coastal engineering
from the design of coastal structures to ﬂood risk analysis. It is most commonly obtained either by direct
measurements or hindcast from meteorological data. The extended deployment of a wave buoy to directly
measure wave conditions and the application of wave transformation models used in hindcasting, including
public domain models such as Wavewatch and SWAN, are both expensive. The accuracy of the results given
by the latter are also highly sensitive to the quality of thewind data used as input. In this paper a new copula-
based approach for predicting the wave height at a given location by exploiting the spatial dependence
of the wave height at nearby locations is proposed. By working directly with wave heights, it provides an
alternative method to hindcasting from observed or predicted wind ﬁelds when limited information on the
wave climate at a particular location is available. It is shown to provide predictions of a comparable accuracy
to those given by existing numerical models.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction
In a standards-based approach, structures are designed to with-
stand an event of a given severity. For coastal structures an event is
traditionally characterised by a signiﬁcant wave height and its sever-
ity deﬁned in terms of a return period. The return period is deﬁned as
the average time elapsing between two consecutive occurrences of a
prescribed event. In order to uncover the signiﬁcant wave height cor-
responding to a given return period, information on the local wave
climate is required. Depending on the available budget and richness
of wave data in the locality a range of approaches exist for obtain-
ing such data including long term deployment of a wave buoy, short
term deployment and subsequent hindcasting to give a suﬃciently
long record of the local wave climate or the use of wave data from a
nearby location. Taking advantage of the increase in readily available
computational power and advances in the modelling of the structure
of the dependance between non-independent random variables over
the last couple of decades, this work presents an alternative method
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for deriving design conditions which has the potential to outperform
the existing approaches.
Extensive networks of wave buoys are in place along many pop-
ulated coastlines where ﬂood risk is actively managed. To name but
two, the Channel Coastal Observatory (CCO) maintains a network of
around 40 wave buoys along the UK coast with the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) National Data Buoy Cen-
ter maintaining a similar network of over 100 wave buoys in the
USA. Some wave buoy deployments such as these are, in principle,
intended to be permanent with the requirement for regular main-
tenance. In others a wave buoy may be deployed for a short period
of time to gather wave data in a new or critical location over a few
seasons or years. The wave time series from these can be used to
calibrate numerical hindcast models driven by meteorological forc-
ing, or to validate wave transformation models driven by other wind
and wave data. In both cases, the existing data sets may need to be
extended, either because of missing data created by a damaged or
vagrant buoy or because observations at a temporary site are not
suﬃcient to build an accurate model for localised extremes.
It is reasonable to assume that observations of wave ﬁelds gen-
erated by the same physical processes in the same region, should be
correlated. These observations made along the same natural coast-
linewill bemodiﬁed by variation of the direction and degree of expo-
sure and variability in the wave transformation processes created by
the variable bathymetry. Local generative processesmay also prove a
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.coastaleng.2016.06.008
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reason for variability. By exploiting and modelling such correlations
between the wave height observed at a given location and at two or
more neighbouring locations, the proposed approach offers a sim-
ple and computationally eﬃcient alternative method for generating
missing or extended data at a site of interest. In the case of extremes
analysis, buoys frequently malfunction during energetic events so
such an approachwould be useful to infer the absent extreme values.
In the case of buoy networks, once the correlations are suitably
determined a virtual wave buoy model will have been created, an
idea postulated in Londhe (2008). This might enable a reduction
in the number of buoys, or allowing the swapping in and out of
buoys during a programme of maintenance with minimal loss of
measurement system accuracy. Removed wave buoys might also be
redeployed at other locations. Themethod thus promises ameans for
increasing the detailed knowledge of wave climate along a stretch of
coast by removing redundant measurements.
In each of the applications discussed so far our interest lies in the
extreme values of these variables. Extreme values of the variables
concerned are modelled through ﬁtting extreme value distributions
to the observed extremes (Section 2). With longer length of data
sets more extreme values are likely to be captured leading to more
accurate deﬁnition of the return periods. However, due to time and
ﬁnancial constraints the long term deployment of a wave buoy is
often not practical and therefore other means of deriving the local
wave conditions have been contrived. For coastal areas where no
data is available, historic offshore wave conditions are commonly
derived from records of the local wind ﬁeld, a process referred to as
hindcasting. Originating in the 1940s and 50s with simple empiri-
cal models such as SMB and SPM, today computationally intensive
numerical wave transformation models such as WAM (WAve Mod-
elling) (WAMDI group, 1988), Wavewatch III (Tolman, 1991) and
SWAN (Simulating WAves Nearshore) (Booij et al., 1999) dominate
the ﬁeld. These models work on the principal that most statistical
properties of wind waves are captured in their wave energy or action
spectrum. Assuming the principle of linear superposition, observa-
tions of the water surface at a given location can be decomposed
into a spectrum of wave energy as a function of frequency. With
additional local observations, a two dimensional spectrum can be
constructed to describe the directional variation of the wave energy
spectrum. These are used in spectral wave models. The action spec-
trum is the energy spectrum divided by the intrinsic frequency of
the spectral components. Themodels numerically integrate thewave
energy or action transport equation which governs the evolution in
space and time of their respective spectra to predict future wave
conditions at different locations.
Numerical wave models such as WAM and Wavewatch were
developed primarily for predicting deep ocean wave conditions
where the waves are mostly wind driven. The source terms present
in the transport equations represent the physical processes that can
result in generation, dissipation, or redistribution of wave energy.
For the WAM model, inputs required for the source terms include
wind data, information on non-linear (Quadruplet) wave-wave inter-
actions and white capping dissipation. On the other hand, numerical
models such as SWANwere developed for predicting nearshorewave
conditions. This includes not only each of the source terms present
in deep water models but also terms for triad wave–wave interac-
tions which become much more signiﬁcant than the higher order
wave-wave interactions in the nearshore region. It also includes a
term to account for depth induced breaking which can lead to a sig-
niﬁcant reduction in themaximum signiﬁcant wave height in coastal
regions. The SWANmodel uses thewave action spectrum rather than
the wave energy spectrum since, in contrast to the energy spectrum,
it is conserved in the presence of currents thus allowing the effect
of a mean current on the evolution of the wave ﬁeld to be included
in the modelling. In practice, to take advantage of both models,
it is common for the generated wave ﬁeld from a WAM model
to subsequently form the boundary conditions for a higher resolu-
tion wave transformation model, such as SWAN for propagating the
waves inshore (Wornom et al., 2001).
The accuracy of the hindcast offshore wave conditions are highly
dependent on the accuracy of the data on the forcing wind ﬁeld
(Holthuijsen et al., 1996; Moeini et al., 2010; Teixeira et al., 1995).
These wave ﬁelds are derived from the measured wind ﬁelds and
act as the primary input for the prediction of the coastal wave con-
ditions. Thus, the quality of the predicted coastal conditions relies
on accurate descriptions of the forcing wind ﬁeld. Also, the exer-
cise of assimilating the data and running numerical wave models,
which may involve, long run times and multiple sensitivity analy-
ses to validate the output, makes such an exercise non-trivial and
often signiﬁcantly costly. In order to reduce the computational cost
meta-models, that are simpliﬁed approximations of computation-
ally intensive models, have found favor. For example, Camus et al.
(2011) developed a model that uses radial basis functions as a meta
model for SWAN. Other methods for reducing the computation bur-
den include coupling numerical and soft computing techniques as is
done in Malekmohamadi et al. (2008) by way of WAM and a neu-
ral network. Again, this can require a considerable time and cost, but
once set up, these models can run very eﬃciently.
In addition to the ﬁnite available computational power, these
deterministic modelling approaches are also hampered by a lack of
knowledge of the physical processes that generate waves, the inter-
related parameters that drive them as well as insuﬃcient detail
concerning the modelled region. Moreover, wave energy spectrum-
based models are believed to be reaching the limits of the accuracy
with which they can simulate wave hydrodynamics (Liu et al., 2002).
Any further improvements are likely to occur at a much slower pace
than in the past and these may not lead to any practical improve-
ment to the accuracy of their predictions (Cavaleri et al., 2007). In
reality, even if substantial advancements weremade in capturing the
detail of physical processes and their interactions, the complexity of
the situation will limit deterministic prediction.
In acknowledgment of the uncertainties associated with physics
based models, over recent decades scientists have started to con-
sidere the problem probabilistically. Although not normally consid-
ered to be a Gaussian process, Gaussian models of varying com-
plexity were the ﬁrst to be investigated (Cunha and Soares, 1999;
Scotto and Soares, 2000; Soares et al., 1996). More recently soft
computational techniques that can be applied directly to observa-
tions have become increasingly popular. Artiﬁcial Neural Networks
(ANN’s) are perhaps the most widely adopted of these techniques.
ANN’s aim to mimic how biological neural systems such as the
human brain process information. They consist of a set of intercon-
nected processing units or nodes, and a set of weightings along the
connections or synapses, that are analogous to synaptic strength.
The arrangement of the nodes are prescribed by the user with the
weights adjusted through a learning or training procedure. This ref-
erences a cost function so that the relationship between the input
stimuli and the output responses becomes optimised. They have
been shown to outperform the auto regressive models when fore-
casting wave heights (Deo and Naidu, 1998). As such they have
prevailed as the dominant approach for prediction using either pre-
vious wave height observations at a location (Deo and Naidu, 1998;
Gopinath and Dwarakish, 2015; Hadadpour et al., 2014; Londhe
and Panchang, 2006; Mandal and Prabaharan, 2006) or wind wave
data (Deo et al., 2001; Kamranzad et al., 2011; Malekmohamadi et
al., 2008). They have also been applied to improve the accuracy of
physics based process models (Zhang et al., 2006). Other soft com-
putational approaches such as genetic programming (Gaur and Deo,
2008; Nitsure et al., 2012), fuzzy inference systems (Kazeminezhad
et al., 2005; Özger and S¸en, 2007) and support vector machines
(Mahjoobi and Mosabbeb, 2009) have also been shown to provide
useful predictions (Malekmohamadi et al., 2011). For a more detailed
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discussion of statistical methods used to predict wave heights see
Vanem (2011).
Applications for predicting wave heights via spatial correlations
have also been proposed. Ho and Yim (2006) manually ﬁtted an
autoregressive time series model to monthly wave height data,
producing a transfer function between observations made at two
locations. By ﬁrst ﬁlling in any gaps in one of the observed time
series, predictions can then be made for the other even when the
wave height observations are missing at both locations; thus the
approach offers an improvement on a similar work undertaken by
Hidalgo et al. (1995). Predicting the wave height at a location as a
ﬁxed function of a sequence of past observations at another loca-
tion is likely to be insuﬃcient in regions with spatially or temporally
variable wind/wave regimes. To overcome this issue, predictions of
the signiﬁcant wave height at a wave buoy given the wave height at
other wave buoys at a single instance in time rather than at previ-
ous time periods have been proposed. Although at the cost of being
able to directly forecast ahead, this is likely to provide more accurate
hindcasting when highly changeable conditions persist. ANN’s were
adopted by Tsai et al. (2009) to predict the wave height at a loca-
tion where a wave buoy had temporarily been located on the basis of
the recorded wave heights at other sites in Taichung Harbor, Taiwan.
Similarly in Jain and Deo (2007) an ANN was set up to ﬁll in gaps in
the time series of two nearshore buoys deployed off the coast of west
India using wave heights from another, deployed in deep water fur-
ther offshore between the two nearshore buoys as input.When these
completed records were incorporated into a forecasting ANN they
were shown to greatly improve the learning capability of a forecast-
ing ANN and subsequently improve the accuracy of the predictions
it gave. Londhe (2008) used an ANN to predict the signiﬁcant wave
height at the location of a buoy given the wave heights recorded at
ﬁve other buoys deployed as part of a network in the Gulf of Mexico.
They also applied a Genetic Programming (GP) approach. This uses
an analogue of Darwinian evolution to determine optimised model
parameters in software. At each stage, a population of candidate
model parameter sets may be kept, mutated, swapped or combined.
The parameter sets are then selected using a cost function based on
the model output and the observed output to determine which of
the population either evolves further or dies out. Both methods gave
acceptable results when compared to the results given by a numer-
ical model, with the GP providing more accurate predictions of the
extremes. A likely result of an ANN’s high sensitivity to the training
data which are unlikely to include many extreme values and thus
result in poor prediction.
The approach proposed in this paper provides a similarly cheap
and computationally eﬃcient method for deriving coastal wave con-
ditions. By offering a fully statistical approach it will reduce the
sensitivity of the quality of the predictions to the observations used
in the ﬁtting of the models, a major drawback of the soft computa-
tional techniques. Yet the adoption of a copula-based approach will
ensure it retains greater ﬂexibility in the modelling as possessed by
these soft computational techniques over the traditional fully statis-
tical models. In addition, as with most of the statistical techniques it
will remove the reliance of the quality of the predictions on factors
such as the accuracy of the driving wind ﬁeld data or how accu-
rately the physical processes are represented as is the case in wave
modelling. If applied correctly it can be used to model the wave con-
ditions over a much larger spatial area provided the locations are
subjected to similar wind/wave regimes. The paper can be broadly
divided into two parts. The ﬁrst part, consisting of Section 2 provides
a description of themethodology. Initially the proposed approach for
modelling the wave heights at the individual case study sites is put
forward before a brief introduction to copulas focusing on utilising
them to capture the dependence between the wave heights at dif-
ferent locations is given. The sequence of steps required to simulate
wave heights from the ﬁtted model is then described. The second
part of the paper focuses on the application of the method to a set of
sites on the south coast of the UK. Section 3 provides a description
of the case study sites as well as an outline of the approach adopted
for dealing with missing data which is subsequently implemented
before the proposed model is ﬁtted. The simulated wave heights
are then shown and analysed in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5
appropriate conclusions are drawn on the basis of these results.
2. Model structure
2.1. Marginal distributions
For all of the applications discussed above our interest lies in the
occurrences of extreme signiﬁcant wave height measurements at a
location. In order to ensure that distribution of thewave heights lying
in the upper tails are modelled accurately an extreme value distri-
bution will be applied to the tails. Two approaches exist for extreme
value modelling: block maxima and peaks over threshold (POT). The
block maxima approach consists of dividing the observation period
into non-overlapping, equal length time intervals before selecting
the observation with the maximum value within each of these inter-
vals or ’blocks’. The Fisher–Tippett–Gnedenko Theorem (Fisher and
Tippett, 1928; Gnedenko, 1943) states that these maxima converge
to the generalised extreme value distribution (GEV) as the number
of such values →∞. If Xi is the signiﬁcant wave height at a particular
site, i, then GEV has the cumulative distribution function:
G(xi) = exp
⎛
⎝−[1+ ni (xi − l i)si
]− 1
ni
⎞
⎠ (1)
for 1 + ni
(xi−li)
si
≥ 0, where l i ∈ R, ni ∈ R and s i >0 are the loca-
tion, shape and scale parameters of the GEV respectively. By dividing
the data into these intervals and only using the maximum values
this approach can provide, in the instances where there are several
“large” values in a single block, an ineﬃcient use of the data. This is
a particular issue when dealing with a small data set where extreme
values will be scarce. The POT combats this issue by modelling
all of the independent observations above some carefully selected
suﬃciently high threshold. Picklands (1975), showed that all inde-
pendent exceedances above a suitably selected threshold converge
to a Generalised Pareto Distribution (GPD):
Pr (Xi < xi|Xi > ui) = 1 −
[
1+ ni
(xi − ui)
si
]− 1
ni (2)
where subscript i denotes the site, ni ∈ R,s i >0 are the shape and
scale parameters of the GPD and ui is the threshold chosen to ensure
stable estimates of the GPD parameters. To ensure that each of the
exceedances are independent and stable parameter estimates are
obtained a double threshold approach is applied (Bernardara et al.,
2014). The ﬁrst threshold vi ensures that the events are indepen-
dent from each other (a requirement when ﬁtting the GPD). In this
study once a signiﬁcant wave height exceeding this ﬁrst threshold is
recorded a storm event is said to have initiated and is said to have
stopped once the wave height has been below vi for a period of 12
h. This is analogous to the criterion for independence adopted when
ﬁtting a GPD to records of signiﬁcant wave height recorded off the
UK coast in Hawkes et al. (2002). The peak signiﬁcant wave height
within each storm event or cluster is then picked out giving the sam-
ple of independent wave heights to which the GPD can be applied.
The second so-called statistical threshold ui where ui > vi is selected
so as to ensure unbiased and stable estimates of the GPD parame-
ters. To determine a suitable value of ui, the GPD is ﬁtted for a range
of thresholds. The resulting parameter estimates can then be plotted
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against the threshold values in, so called, parameter stability plots.
If the excesses above a given threshold follow a GPD then it follows
that the excesses above a greater threshold will also follow a GPD.
Consequently, the mean of the excesses above a suitable threshold
will be a linear function of the threshold. For a thorough derivation
of this result and more information on extreme value theory consult
Coles (2001). In order to check for linearity in themean excesses they
are plotted against the threshold inwhat is known as amean residual
life plot. The lowest threshold value above which the mean residual
life plot is linear, and for which the parameter stability plots demon-
strate that the estimates of both the shape and scale parameters are
stable, is selected as ui.
A Bayesian approach for estimating the parameters of the Pareto
distributionwhenmodelling the signiﬁcant wave height at a particu-
lar locationwas proposed by Sánchez-Arcilla et al. (2008). It provided
a means of incorporating a priori information which for example
could take the form of wave records from buoys located in a similar
climate but for a longer time period or known physical constraints
relating to the maximum possible signiﬁcant wave height into the
estimation procedure. To retain the simplicity of themodelling, how-
ever, the more standard maximum likelihood approach was adopted
in this paper. Below the threshold the signiﬁcant wave heights are
modelled by their empirical distribution function. This gives rise to
a semi-parametric cumulative distribution function as seen in Coles
and Tawn (1991)
f (x) =
⎧⎨
⎩
Fˆ(x) : x < ui
1 − (1 − F(ui))
[
1+ ni
(xi−ui)
si
] 1
ni : x > ui
(3)
where for site i, ni, s i are the parameters of the ﬁtted GPD and ui is a
suitably selected threshold.
2.2. Dependence
2.2.1. Introduction
A copula is a multivariate distribution function used to capture
the dependence between a set of variables. In the past, ﬂexibil-
ity in the modelling of the dependence structure between a set of
random variables has been restricted by the distributions selected
to model the marginal distributions. Sklar’s Theorem (Sklar, 1959)
states that any multivariate distribution can be fully characterised
by its marginal (i.e. univariate) distribution functions and a copula.
As a consequence, by adopting a copula approach the dependence
structure between a set of random variables may be speciﬁed inde-
pendently to that of their marginal distributions, overcoming these
previous drawbacks. A comprehensive review of copulas are given
in Joe (1997). Copulas have been used to derive multivariate return
periods in fully parametric approaches (Corbella and Stretch, 2012;
deWaal and van Gelder, 2005; Michele et al., 2007; Salvadori et al.,
2014) as well as to model the dependence between the extreme val-
ues of the hydraulic loading conditions at a given location (Gouldby
et al., 2014; Hawkes et al., 2002; Jonathan et al., 2010) using the
semi-empirical method put forward in Heffernan and Tawn (2004).
For a set of locations where the signiﬁcant wave height is produced
as a result of the same broad-scale wave ﬁeld, although each will be
subject to the different nearshore processes to differing extents, it
seems reasonable to expect the wave heights at these locations to
be correlated. A copula approach is therefore considered for its suit-
ability in this paper for modelling the dependence between the wave
heights at the different locations.
There are two main classes of copula: Archimedean and ellipti-
cal. Although both are capable of modelling the dependence between
any number of variables, Archimedean copulas are restricted in their
ability to capture the dependence between a set of more than two
variables as they rely on a single parameter to capture dependence
between each pair of variables. Therefore, in practice these copulas
are only used as building blocks for more complex copulas such as
nested (hierarchical) Archimedean or vine copulas. Nested copulas
consist of Archimedean copulas connected by other Archimedean
copulas of a dimension of two or higher (Savu and Trede, 2010).
Vine copulas (Bedford and Cooke, 2001, 2002; Joe, 1996; Kurowicka
and Cooke, 2006) capture the dependence structure between a set
of variables by arranging a series of bivariate copulas in a tree
structure. In both cases more ﬂexibility in the modelling of the
dependence is permitted than using standard multivariate copulas.
In the trivariate setting, however, elliptical copulas, in particular
the Student t-copula, have proven themselves more than capable of
capturing the dependance structure between a set of random vari-
ables (Ma et al., 2013; Poulomi and Reddy, 2013; Wang et al., 2010;
Wong et al., 2010) and thus will be considered before more complex
arrangements of Archimedean copulas are explored.
The elliptical copulas are constituted by the normal and Student
t-copula (see Appendix A). Just as the Student’s t-distribution is a
generalisation of the Gaussian distribution the Student t-copula is
a generalisation of the Gaussian copula. In fact, the Gaussian cop-
ula is a limiting case of the t-copula as the degrees of freedom of
the t-copula u goes to inﬁnity. The extra parameter, u, in the Stu-
dent’s t-copula allows an increase in the probability density located
in the tail regions compared to the Gaussian copula giving the Stu-
dent’s t-copula the ability to better capture the dependence between
the variables in data sets with joint extreme events. In this paper
both of the copulas will be ﬁtted via maximum likelihood estimation
with a goodness of ﬁt criterion subsequently used to select between
them.
2.2.2. Copula construction
Maximum likelihood estimators have a range of desirable limiting
properties (Hogg and Craig, 1995) and as such have become themost
common means of estimating a copula’s parameters. When estimat-
ing a copula’s parameters several maximum likelihood estimation
methods exist. They include standard maximum likelihood estima-
tion (MLE) where all of the (marginal and dependence) parameters
Fig. 1. Location of case study sites.
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Fig. 2. Case study area where denotes the position of a wave buoy.
are estimated simultaneously. Alternatively, canonical or pseudo-
maximum likelihood (PMLE) estimation (Genest et al., 1995) can
be employed, in which the non-parametrically derived ranked or
pseudo-observations are used to estimate the copula’s parameters.
The calculation of the pseudo-observations ensures that themarginal
characteristic of the variables are removed and only information on
Fig. 3. Mean wave approach direction at: BOS, MLF & BKB in 2011 and 2012. A similar range of conditions can be seen in the 2011 and 2012 data sets, indicating either year
suﬃciently captures the dominant wind wave regimes at this site.
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the dependence structure remains (Genest and Favre, 2007). The
inference function for margins (IMLE) method (Joe, 1997) is con-
ceptually similar to maximum likelihood and designed to be used
in situations where MLE is computationally too diﬃcult or unfea-
sible. It consists of a two step procedure where the parameters of
each marginal distribution are estimated separately via MLE and
subsequently substituted into the likelihood function which is then
maximised to obtain estimates of the dependence parameters. It has
been shown by Kim et al. (2007) that PMLE is better suited for copula
parameter estimation than the other two methods since, using the
ranks of the observations rather than parametrically ﬁttedmarginals,
its performance is unaffected by any misspeciﬁcation of marginal
distributions. Any copula ﬁtted in this paper will therefore be ﬁt-
ted via PMLE using the copula package (Hofert et al., 2015; Hofert
and Mächler, 2011; Kojadinovic and Yan, 2010; Yan, 2007) in R, a
free software environment for statistical computing. To estimate the
parameters of a copula by this approach the following likelihood
function, LU, is constructed:
lU(h) = log(LU(h)) =
n∑
i=1
log [c (ui,1,ui,2, ..,ui,D; h)] (4)
where the pseudo-observation ui,j is given by
Rank(xi,j)
n+1 for i ∈
{1, . . . ,n}, j ∈ {1, . . . ,D}, where Rank(xi,j) is the rank of xi,j among
xi,j, i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, h is the (vector of) copula parameters and c is the
density of the D-dimensional copula C given by,
c (u1,u2, . . . ,uD; h) = ∂D C (u1,u2, . . . ,uD; h)
∂u1∂u2, .., ∂uD
. (5)
The parameter estimates are then obtained by maximising this
function
hmle = argmaxlU(h) (6)
using the BFGS (Broyden, 1969; Fletcher, 1970; Goldfarb, 1970;
Shanno, 1970) algorithm, a quasi-Newtonmethod for solving uncon-
strained non-linear optimisation problems.
2.2.3. Copula selection
The Akaike information criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1973; Burnham
and Anderson, 2002), perhaps the most widely employed of these
measures, is an elegantly derived measure which assesses the good-
ness of ﬁt of a given model whilst penalising complexity. It is given
by
AIC = −2lU(h) + 2p (7)
where lU(h) is, again, the log-likelihood and p is the number of model
parameters.
2.3. Construction of synthetic records
The ﬁrst step of the simulation procedure is to transform the long
term wave records to lie between 0 and 1, by invoking the probabil-
ity integral transform (see Appendix B) and Eq. (3). For a given set of
simultaneously observed wave heights, the copula is then condition-
ally sampled to obtain a set of pseudo-observations with the correct
dependence structure. The pseudo-observation corresponding to the
prediction site, generated from the copula, is then transformed back
to the original scale, this time by invoking the inverse probabil-
ity integral transform and the inverse of Eq. (3) to hence obtain an
estimate of the signiﬁcantwave height at the prediction site. The pro-
cess is then repeated for each set of simultaneously observed wave
heights in the long term wave records to produce a simulated long
term record of wave heights at the prediction site. These synthetic
wave height records can subsequently be used to determine the
wave heights corresponding to a given return period by the conven-
tional methods as in Ferreira and Soares (1998, 2000), Goda (1988),
Soares and Scotto (2004).
3. Application
3.1. Study location & data
To demonstrate the application of the method, it will now be
applied to a case study area on the south coast of England, Fig. 1. The
set of sites comprises of three sites as shown in Fig. 2. Each has an
associated nearshore wave buoy, maintained by the CCO and situ-
ated in approximately 10–12 mwater depth (CD). The most westerly
wave buoy is located off the coast of Boscombe (BOS), an eastern sub-
urb of Bournemouth. The central wave buoy is situated off the coast
of Milford-On-Sea (MLF) a small coastal village which lies approxi-
mately a mile east of Hurst Spit. The third wave buoy is located to
the east of the Isle of Wight off the coast of Brackelsham Bay (BKB) a
mixed sand and gravel beach located next to a seaside village of the
same name.
The wave climate along the south coast of the UK is dominated
by Atlantic swell and locally generated wind waves which primar-
ily approach from a south westerly direction, the direction of the
prevailing wind; the latter being responsible for most of the larger
waves hitting the sites. Locally generated windwaves from the south
east are also observed but are rare and generally much smaller due
to the signiﬁcantly reduced fetch length compared with the waves
that approach from a south westerly direction. The total distance
between the furthest apart wave buoys is 70.37 km, see Fig. 2. Over
such a spatial extent the waves can be considered manifestations of
the same system as the waves reaching each of the sites are likely
to be generated under the same conditions and subsequently sub-
jected to similar processes as they propagate shoreward. Evidence of
the correlation between conditions over the range of sites is given
in Fig. 3. The high correlation between the wave approach direction
at the three locations is clearly visible indicating the likelihood that
waves at these regionally connected sites are closely related in terms
of their origin, as might be expected. Thus the strong dependence of
the wave conditions at the different sites should be expected, subject
to local variations in exposure and transformation over the par-
ticular bathymetries. This suggests the application of the approach
put forward here is worth testing further. In the case of spatially
extensive locally generated wind and wave ﬁelds, such as those that
occurred along the south UK coast in early 2014 (Sibley et al., 2015),
it might be argued that these correlations be extended over greater
distances. This could also be true for greatly separated coasts with
very similarly facing exposures dominated by swells from the same
origin.
Table 1
Structure of the missing observations in the data set; 1 present and 0 not present.
BOS MLF BKB Total
1 1 1 15,821
0 1 1 456
1 0 1 718
1 1 0 464
0 0 1 25
0 1 0 15
1 0 0 18
0 0 0 2
498 763 499 17,600
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Fig. 4. Scatter plots of the normalised wave heights provide evidence of the positive correlation between the wave heights at the different locations. Each of the Kendall’s t,
p-values are signiﬁcant at the 0.01 level, so there is strong evidence against the null hypothesis that the wave heights at each of the sites are uncorrelated with one another.
However, where the direction of exposure of a swell dominated
coastline changes abruptly it is likely that two buoys may be only
weakly correlated. It may, however, be possible to predict the behav-
ior of a single buoy exposed to a range of waves conditions if
suﬃcient information can be encapsulated from observations using
two or more buoys exposed to the full range of conditions jointly.
One of the main applications of the approach is to predict the
wave height once a wave buoy that forms part of a network of buoys
has been removed by exploiting the correlations between the wave
heights at sites when thewave buoys were simultaneously deployed.
In general the stronger the correlation between a set of wave records
themore accurate the predictions that can be expectedwhen such an
approach is adopted. In terms of optimising the deployment of wave
buoys, if a selection is possible it therefore appears logical to remove
the wave buoy with the strongest correlation with each of the other
buoys and continue deployment of the set of wave buoys that are
least correlated with each other.
3.2. Missing observations
In order to use themethod, concurrent records of the wave height
at three locations over a given period of time are required. Records
of the signiﬁcant wave height and a host of other sea state charac-
teristics including the direction of wave approach, each recorded at
half hourly intervals are available from wave buoys maintained by
the CCO at each of the locations in 2012. However, the records of the
signiﬁcant wave heights contain missing observations see Table 1.
Reasons for missing observations typically include the wave buoy
sustaining damage which prevents it frommeasuring and/or record-
ing the signiﬁcant wave height or it being removed from its normal
location for a period of maintenance.
A test for whether the observations are Missing Completely At
Random (MCAR) (Little, 1988) gave a signiﬁcant result and so the
possibility that there is a discernible pattern to the missing observa-
tions cannot be ruled out. Simply leaving out missing observations
of this nature has the potential to introduce bias into the analysis,
so the missing values will therefore have to be estimated. Imputa-
tion is the process of replacing missing data with plausible values.
Multiple imputation is an imputation technique ﬁrst formally put
forward in Rubin (1987) for estimating each of the missing values
whilst accounting for the uncertainty associated with each of the
estimates. Fully conditional speciﬁcation (FCS) (van Buuren, 2007) is
a form of multiple imputation whereby initially the missing obser-
vations of a variable are replaced by the respective variable’s mean
value. An iterative procedure is then implemented where the miss-
ing values are predicted by regressing each variable on the observed
and most recently imputated values of the remaining variables. The
process is terminated once the parameters in each of the regression
models are stable. The whole procedure is then repeated to obtain
a set of imputed data sets. By adopting a conditional approach to
the modelling it removes the assumptions regarding the form of
the multivariate distribution of the variables that are required for
othermultiple imputation approaches such as jointmodelling. In this
study each of the imputed data sets were found to be very similar
and so one was selected at random for use in the analysis.
Kendalls t coeﬃcient [−1, 1] is a non-parametric measure of the
degree of association between two variables, where 1 indicates a
perfect positive linear association between the ranks of the two vari-
ables and −1 a perfect negative linear association (see Appendix C).
The values of the Kendalls t statistic between each pair of completed
and subsequently ranked wave records are given in the upper panels
of the scatter plots, Fig. 4. The plots show the positive correlations
between the wave heights at the three locations. It is clear that there
is particularly strong positive correlation between the wave heights
Table 2
Parameter estimates and goodness of ﬁt statistics of the ﬁtted copulas.
f(x) Parameters AIC
Normal q1,2 = 0.801, q1,3 = 0.822, q2,3 = 0.919 −53, 070
Student’s t q1,2 = 0.798, q1,3 = 0.815, q2,3 = 0.927, u = 7.266 −54, 308
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Table 3
Key statistics for assessing a model’s ability to accurately predict wave heights are presented for the WAM, WAM/SWAN & copula models. Max. resolution refers to the highest
resolution grid used within a given model and n is the total number of wave heights predicted by the model. The statistics are deﬁned in the text.
Location Max. resolution n Bmed Smed Bias RMSE SI r
Weather Station Boyle (UK) 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ 7158 2.149 2.569 0.421 0.815 0.379 0.884
Cabo de Peas (Spain) 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ 4464 1.911 1.914 0.003 0.499 0.261 0.899
Sines (Portugal) 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ 31,646 1.688 1.783 0.095 0.456 0.270 0.905
Sines (Portugal) 0.005◦ × 0.005◦ 1515 2.397 2.591 0.194 0.502 0.209 0.934
Peniche (Portugal) 0.01◦ × 0.01◦ 135 2.120 2.403 0.283 0.608 0.287 0.908
Brackelsham Bay (UK) – 17,519 0.769 0.766 0.003 0.282 0.366 0.857
at Milford and Bracklesham Bay. Given the relative proximity of
Boscombe andMilford compared with Brakelsham Bay and the other
two sites this is perhaps a surprising result. It is likely to be due to the
fact that the Boscombe site is afforded protection from waves that
approach from the south west by the headland located to the west of
the site. The headland reduces the fetch lengths of waves approach-
ing from this direction leading to less extreme wave heights being
experienced at Boscombe relative to the other two locations. Finally,
Fig. 5. Signiﬁcant wave height at 3 hourly intervals (January–February 2011): Observed vs Predicted. With associated mean wave direction at: BOS, MLF & BKB.
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Fig. 6. Signiﬁcant wave height at 3 hourly intervals (March–April 2011): Observed vs Predicted. With associated mean wave direction at: BOS, MLF & BKB.
the statistically signiﬁcant p-values indicate deﬁnite concordance
and thus dependence between the wave heights.
The parameters and goodness-of-ﬁt criterion for each of the ﬁt-
ted copulas are given in Table 2. The lower AIC suggests that the
Student’s t-copula offers the overall better ﬁt. This is a likely result
of the differences in the tail dependencies between the copulas
(Demarta and McNeil, 2005). The Student’s t-copula with its non-
zero tail dependence assumes asymptotic dependence between the
wave heights which in doing so gives non-negligible probabilities
of joint extreme events. This is in contrast to the normal copula
which assumes that in the tails the wave heights are asymptotically
independent of one another, meaning that the most extreme wave
heights occur more or less independently which from the ﬁgure is
clearly not the case. The limitations of the normal copula for mod-
elling data with tail dependence and the superiority of using the
t-copula in such situations are shown in Breymann et al. (2003),
Mashal and Zeevi (2002).
The ﬁtted model will be used to predict the signiﬁcant wave
height at Braklesham Bay for the previous year, 2011, given the sig-
niﬁcant wave heights at Boscombe and Milford. The wave height is
predicted at the site most correlated with the other two sites. The
approach is therefore applied in line with how it would be adopted
in practice if it were to be applied to a network of wave buoys, as dis-
cussed in Section 3.1. The wave heights at all three sites are known
throughout 2011 thus the application will provide an opportunity to
assess the quality of the model. The annual wave climate observed
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Fig. 7. Signiﬁcant wave height at 3 hourly intervals (May–June 2011): Observed vs Predicted. With associated mean wave direction at: BOS, MLF & BKB.
during 2011 was found to be consistent with that observed dur-
ing other years in the case study area. Consequently it was deemed
suitable as a test data set for assessing the model.
4. Validation
4.1. Comparison of results with existing wave prediction models
For the approach to offer a viable alternative to the existing
methods for predicting wave heights, conﬁdence in the accuracy of
the results is essential. The accuracy of the model’s output can be
assessed for a given location by simulating wave heights for a period
of time where the wave heights have been observed, and compar-
ing the two respective time series. The times series can be compared
ﬁrst by considering key summary statistics such as the sample mean
as well as by statistical measures such as the bias, root mean squared
error (RMSE), scatter index (SI) and Pearson’s Correlation Coeﬃ-
cient (r). This combination of statistics provides a comprehensive
assessment of the quality of the model and as such have become
the standard criterion for assessing the quality of wave prediction
models. If Xi is an observed wave height, Yi is a predicted wave
height and n is the number of observations, then the aforementioned
statistics can be deﬁned as follows:
X¯ =
n∑
i=1
Xi
n
Y¯ =
n∑
i=1
Yi
n
Bias =
n∑
i=1
(Xi − Yi)
n
RMSE=
√√√√√
n∑
i=1
(Xi−Yi)2
n
SI=
RMSE
X¯
r=
n∑
i=1
(
Xi−X¯
) (
Yi−Y¯
)
√
n∑
i=1
(
Xi− X¯
)2 n∑
i=1
(
Yi−Y¯
)2
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Fig. 8. Signiﬁcant wave height at 3 hourly intervals (July–August 2011): Observed vs Predicted. With associated mean wave direction at: BOS, MLF & BKB.
The values of these statistical parameters when using the
approach proposed in this paper to predict the signiﬁcant wave
height at BKB for the whole of 2011 are given in the ﬁnal row of
Table 3. The table also contains the key statistics from a selection of
wave prediction models. Each of these models use initial wind input
conditions with a spatial resolution of 0.5◦ and a time step of 1 h. The
ﬁrst three results were achieved by Rusu et al. (2008) using a WAM
model consisting of six nested grids. The latter twowere produced by
Pilar et al. (2008) with a model comprising of a nested SWAN model
coupled with a two way nested WAM model. The selected simula-
tions represent a range of resolutions. Simulations with a minimum
grid spacing of 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ or coarser are considered low resolution,
those with a grid spacings of 0.01◦ × 0.01◦ or ﬁner are considered
high resolution whilst those with grid spaces between these val-
ues considered medium resolution. Since each of the sites where the
SWAN modelling has been carried out will have their own unique
characteristics and intricacies, the diﬃculty in predicting the wave
heights to a speciﬁed degree of accuracy will vary between the sites.
The accuracy of the results from each of these simulations are there-
fore not directly comparable, however, these statistics will make it
possible to gauge whether the new approach provides an acceptable
level of accuracy.
After a short perusal of Table 3 it is apparent that the statis-
tics for the model described in this paper are comparable to those
obtained from the existing models. Most striking is that there is
almost no bias in the results given by the newly ﬁtted model, indi-
cating that there is very little systematic error in the prediction of
the signiﬁcant wave height. This is likely due to the fact that the
model is derived directly from wave data rather than from a physi-
cal process based model comprising representations of a number of
interacting sub-processes which, due to their very nature, can intro-
duce systematic error. For instance, in SWAN, factors such as a steep
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Fig. 9. Signiﬁcant wave height at 3 hourly intervals (September–October 2011): Observed vs Predicted. With associated mean wave direction at: BOS, MLF & BKB.
wind gradient, poorly described orography and complex bathymetry
have been shown to induce systematic error into signiﬁcant wave
height predictions (Sánchez-Arcilla et al., 2008) particularly in semi
enclosed basins where they have been shown to contribute to over
prediction of the smallest wave heights and under prediction of the
peak wave heights (Bolaños et al., 2007; Rusu et al., 2008). This indi-
cates an advantage of working directly with observed wave heights
rather than a model which takes a component form such as SWAN
where there aremany possible routes of introducing systematic error
into the predictions.
The scatter index is arguably the most valid measure when
comparing predictions made at different locations. It is the RMSE
normalised by the mean observed value. It is therefore a dimen-
sionless measure which gives the percentage of RMS difference with
respect to mean observation. The normalisation means that the
results from the different simulations are compared on the same
terms, independent of scale which is important in this situation since
locations with smaller average wave heights will produce relatively
smaller dimensional goodness of ﬁt measures compared with those
locations where the wave heights are generally larger. The scatter
index from the ﬁtted model is 34.4% which is between those val-
ues observed from the medium and high resolution process based
models. The correlation between the observed and predicted wave
heights is close to 1 indicating a high degree of linear correlation
between the values which is comparable with those from the higher
resolution models.
The time series of observed and predicted wave heights along
with the wave approach direction are given in Figs. 5– 10 whilst
the observed and predicted waves are also shown in the form of
a scatter plot in Fig. 11. The plots demonstrate that in general the
copula model predicts the wave heights to a good degree of accu-
racy. The lack of bias in the predictions is also clearly evident from
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Fig. 10. Signiﬁcant wave height at 3 hourly intervals (November–December 2011): Observed vs Predicted. With associated mean wave direction at: BOS, MLF & BKB.
the scatter plot where approximately an equal number of points lie
above and below the diagonal. By comparing the time series plots
containing the observations and predictions with the wave direction
plots beneath them it is possible to gauge the sensitivity of the pre-
dictions to the wave approach direction. The wave direction plots
demonstrate that for the majority of the prediction period the waves
approach MLF and BKB from the south west whilst they approach
BOS from a more southerly direction. In such instances it is likely
that the waves initially approached all of the sites from the south
west but due to the headland to the west of the BOS site the waves
undergo a degree of diffraction and consequently approach the BOS
site from a more southerly direction. The largest error was recorded
on the 6th of September, it is circled on the scatter plot, Fig. 11.
On this occasion the waves approached each of the locations from
the south west, the dominant wave direction, which would imply
that the quality of the predictions given by the model are insensi-
tive to wave direction. Another of the largest errors occurred on the
ﬁrst day of February. On this occasion the waves approach the BOS
site from the south east and the other two from the south west — a
rare combination of directions. As opposed to the previous error, this
error indicates the possibility that a masking effect has occurred as a
result of grouping all the wave heights together when ﬁtting the cop-
ula which can lead to the clouding out of the relationship between
the wave heights at the different sites when these conditions pre-
vail. It would therefore seem a logical next step to incorporate wave
direction into the model.
In order to carry out a more detailed analysis of the inﬂuence
of the wave direction on the quality of the predictions, the wave
approach direction was discretised into sectors of 60◦, comparable
with the approach usedwhen analysing the wave climate around the
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Fig. 11. Scatter plot of signiﬁcant wave heights.
Table 4
Wave direction combinations observed at the three sites during the prediction period
and the average, denoted by the overbar, RMSE of the prediction when they persisted.
BOS MLF BKB Number of observations RMSE
↑ ↗ ↗ 1196 0.200
↑ ↗ ↑ 593 0.191
↑ ↑ ↑ 388 0.180
↑ ↑ ↗ 227 0.153
↖ ↑ ↑ 118 0.135
↖ ↗ ↑ 100 0.158
↗ ↗ ↗ 46 0.194
↑ ↗ ↙ 39 0.197
↖ ↗ ↗ 38 0.120
↗ ↗ ↑ 26 0.190
↖ ↑ ↖ 25 0.166
Other 124 0.118
UK coast in Environment Agency (2011). The average RMSE for each
combination of typical wave approach directions are given in Table 4.
The largest RMSE (0.20) is associated with the most persistent com-
bination of directions. In general, the errors are of a very similar
magnitude regardless of their relative frequency of occurrence, indi-
cating that the quality of the predictions are insensitive to wind
direction. These results dampen the argument for incorporation of a
directional covariate into themodel and remind us of the remarkable
agreement between the predicted and observedwave heights partic-
ularly considering the limited amount of the information and effort
required to ﬁt the model.
In the majority of the applications of the proposed model, most
interest lies in the extreme values. They are also the values that
are most scarcely observed and consequently the most challeng-
ing to predict. It is thus essential when assessing the merits of
the technique that its ability to predict these values is examined.
A statistical analysis of the recorded wave heights from CCO wave
buoys deployed along the south coast of the UK was undertaken by
Bradbury and Mason (2014) as part of their investigations into the
responses of beaches during the storm events of the winter of 2013–
2014. For the buoy at BKB they found that there had been seven
events with a return period >1 in 1 year since its deployment in
2008. For each of these events, multiple predictions rather than a
single estimate are generated from the proposed model in order to
gauge an improved understanding of its ability to predict these val-
ues. To assess the bias and error associated with the predictions
slightly redeﬁned bias and RMSE statistics are required. If X is an
observedwave height, Yi is a predictedwave height and n is the num-
ber of predictions of the observation simulated from the model, then
the bias and RMSE for a given extreme observation can be re-deﬁned
as follows:
Bias =
n∑
i=1
(X − Yi)
n
RMSE =
√√√√√
n∑
i=1
(X − Yi)2
n
The values of these statistical parameters when the approach
proposed was used to predict the signiﬁcant wave height for the
observed extreme wave heights at BKB are given in the Table 5.
Firstly, it is interesting to note that in each extreme event the waves
approach all three sites from very similar directions. This indicates
the existence of a corridor for storms that lead to the most extreme
conditions on this coast. For the majority of the time period under
analysis it is most probable that waves initially approach the case
study area from a south westerly direction. The waves on ﬁnal
approach to BOS will have strongly refracted and diffracted, whilst
the south westerly direction of approach is maintained at MLF and
BKB. This is consistent with the historical observations that the
storms impinging the south coast of the UK are a product of the
low pressure systems that develop over the Atlantic Ocean (Zong
and Tooley, 2003). These track eastwards in the process generating
long period swell before they reach the UK where the high wind
speeds also result in large locally generatedwindwaves on their ﬁnal
approach. Depending on the velocity of the low pressure center, the
swell and locally generated wind waves do not necessarily reach the
coast simultaneously. Although there appears to be a small bias in
the predictions, the RMSE is of a similar magnitude to that when pre-
dicting the wave heights in energetic conditions using SWAN, see for
example Table 5 in Rusu et al. (2008). This result is remarkable given
that each of these values are greater than any value to which the cop-
ulas were ﬁtted. In this area the extreme conditions approach from
the same direction as the dominant wave conditions.
Although the dependence of the wave ﬁelds is likely to increase
during strong, extreme events, the application of the copula over the
entire range observations at a site apparently helps to strengthen
the representation of the extremes also. Caution would therefore be
required when applying the approach in areas where the extreme
conditions have a direction of approach which is different from the
normal conditions, although from Table 4 the importance of the
Table 5
Events with a return period > 1 in 1 year observed at BKB since 2008. The wave heights at each of the sites are given with the wave directions (in ◦ ’s) provided in the brackets
along with the average, denoted by the overbar, predicted wave height at BKB and the relevant model ﬁt assessment statistics.
Date Time Return period BOS MLF BKB BKB Bias RMSE
23rd November 2009 13 : 00 > 1 in 1 year 1.590(190) 2.970(215) 3.83(203) 3.215 0.615 0.651
28th October 2013 04 : 30 > 1 in 2 years 2.620(188) 3.480(219) 4.03(207) 3.693 0.337 0.453
24th December 2013 02 : 00 > 1 in 3 years 2.830(176) 3.370(218) 4.13(208) 3.673 0.457 0.522
3rd January 2014 23 : 30 > 1 in 1 year 2.030(186) 3.610(211) 3.89(207) 3.740 0.150 0.369
5th February 2014 13 : 30 > 1 in 3 years 2.990(177) 3.670(208) 4.07(198) 3.747 0.323 0.463
8th February 2014 16 : 30 > 1 in 1 year 2.520(186) 3.550(205) 3.80(218) 3.671 0.129 0.445
15th February 2014 00 : 00 > 1 in 20 years 3.360(193) 4.250(217) 4.47(208) 4.024 0.446 0.476
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Fig. 12. Signiﬁcant wave height at 6h intervals (December 2011): Observed vs Predicted by SWAN and the copula model.
wave direction on the quality of the predictions is questionable. Even
though the model has been shown to predict wave heights outside
the bounds of the input data set to a good degree of accuracy, cau-
tion would also have to be exercised when predicting waves heights
more extreme than those recorded at the site to date.
4.2. Direct comparison with a SWAN model
The ﬁnal part of the validation will compare the accuracy of pre-
dictions achieved by the proposed model with those obtained from
a high resolution SWAN model. The SWAN model was run in third
generation two dimensional stationary mode, the spectral space was
resolved in 36 directions and 24 logarithmically spaced frequencies
between 0.05 Hz and 1 Hz. The Komen et al. (1984) formulation
was used for the wind growth parameterisation, a key parameter
in determining the prevalence of whitecapping which in SWAN is
characterised by the pulse-based model of Hasselmann (1974). For
depth induced wave breaking, the Battjes and Janssen (1978) model
is applied, the lumped triad approximation (Eldeberky and Battjes,
1996) is adopted to parameterise the triad–triad non-linear inter-
actions and diffraction accounted for using the phase-decoupled
refraction–diffraction approximation as described in Holthuijsen et
al. (2003). The latter is a signiﬁcant consideration in the determina-
tion of wave heights at this particular location due to the presence of
the Isle of Wight.
The inputs consist of wind and offshore wave data from the Euro-
pean Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and
information on the water level from the British Oceanographic Data
Center (BODC). The ECMWF is a meteorological data assimilation
project, where observed data and forecasts are combined to give
some ‘best’prediction of the atmospheric condition at a speciﬁc time.
Numerical weather data from the ECWMF’s ERA-interim model (Dee
et al., 2011), a global atmospheric reanalysis coupled with a wave
model, at an offshore point (50.25◦N, −0.25◦E) provide the input for
the SWAN model. Information on the sea level (astronomical tide +
surge) is taken from the tide gauge located at Portsmouth (50.802◦N,
−1.112◦E). The model comprised of local bathymetric data with a
longitudinal spacing of approx. 300 m and a latitudinal spacing of
approx. 450 m. The computation grid set-up in the model consisted
of (i) an offshore grid covering an area of approx. 75 km × 60 km
with a grid size of 150 m × 150 m, comprising from the offshore
point where the input data are located and (ii) a high-resolution
nearshore (nested) grid covering the location of the wave buoy, with
dimensions of approx. 12 km × 12 km and a grid size of 25 m ×
25 m, comprising from 50.620◦N, −0.917◦E. Each of the grids was
placed at an angle of 20◦ to the horizontal to give the best possible
coverage of the area of interest. Themodel was runwith open bound-
aries to the north, south and west with a land boundary covering the
east of the computational domain. It was used to predict the signif-
icant wave height at the Bracklesham Bay site at 6 hourly intervals.
It is ﬁrst calibrated using wave heights recorded between 1/1/2011
and 31/1/2011, a period containing a wide range of wave heights.
The wave heights are then predicted by both models for December
2011, the month of the year that contained the highest average wave
height and was also the month where the signiﬁcant wave height
most frequently exceeded 3 m.
The wave heights simulated from the two models are plotted
along with the observed wave heights in Fig. 12. The quality of the
models is summarised in terms of key goodness-of-ﬁt statistics in
Table 6. Although the general pattern of the observedwave heights is
captured by the SWAN model it is clear from the graph that there is
a consistent underestimation of the wave height throughout the pre-
diction period, which is also alluded to by the large bias associated
with the model. The systematic under prediction of wave heights in
SWAN and WAM models due to under prediction of wind speed by
the ECMWF is well documented (Brenner et al., 2007; Cavaleri and
Sclavo, 2006; Vicinanza et al., 2013) and a likely cause of the sys-
tematic under prediction experienced by the SWAN model in this
paper. In addition, when run on a quad core laptop the copula-based
model took an average of just 89.64 s to estimate a signiﬁcant wave
height compared with the 249 s taken by the SWAN model run on
the same device. Considering all of the statistics it can be reasonably
argued that the newly proposed approach offers an improvement on
the SWANmodel for predicting signiﬁcant wave heights at a reduced
computational cost. Once further improvements aremade to the pro-
posed model such as incorporating covariates such as wave period
into the model it is envisaged that signiﬁcant further improvements
in the predictions can be obtained.
5. Conclusion
Knowledge of the signiﬁcantwave height is essential in the design
of coastal structures. Physically collecting such data through long
term deployment of wave buoys is an expensive process. To over-
come this issue numerical hindcasting and wave transformation
models have been developed for predicting the wave climate at a
Table 6
The key statistics for assessing a model’s ability to accurately predict wave heights at BKB are presented for the high resolution SWAN & copula model. Max. resolution refers to
the highest resolution grid used within a given model and n is the total number of wave heights predicted by the model. The statistics are deﬁned in the text.
Model Max. resolution n Bmed Smed Bias RMSE SI r
SWAN < 0.01◦ × 0.01◦ 124 1.305 1.050 0.255 0.167 0.128 0.851
Copula – 124 1.305 1.172 0.133 0.134 0.102 0.836
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coastal location. However, these numerical approaches also have
their limitations. These include: computational expense; sensitivity
to input conditions that are often diﬃcult to measure accurately in
coastal locations; and neglect of key physical processes. As a result
alternativemethods for predicting signiﬁcant wave height have been
sought. In this paper, a method for estimating the signiﬁcant wave
height at a coastal location based upon spatial correlations has been
put forward. In order to apply the model a limited record of the sig-
niﬁcant wave heights at the site of interest as well as simultaneously
observedwave records at nearby locations are required. This requires
less information and input data than that required to run and cali-
brate a numerical model. Furthermore, since wave buoys are often
deployed for short periods at locations where the wave climate is of
interest and networks of wave buoys are now commonplace along
coasts under threat of ﬂooding, the proposed method is likely to
ﬁnd many applications. It was shown to be able to predict the wave
conditions at a particular location to a good approximation giving a
similar level of performance to a medium or high resolution SWAN
simulation.
By virtue of its accuracy and low computation burden it is envis-
aged that the method could be used, in combination with existing
buoy networks, to hindcast longer term wave records at locations,
after the short term deployment of a wave buoy, in place of numeri-
cal modelling. These synthetic recordsmight then provide ameans of
deriving design wave conditions with greater conﬁdence. Although
a very useful application in itself only once the extensive networks
of wave buoys in place along the world’s coastlines are considered
does its even greater potential value/signiﬁcance become evident.
By combining strategic placement of the buoys with the methodol-
ogy proposed in the paper, information on the wave climate along
an entire stretch of coastline could be derived at much greater reso-
lution without the need to deploy further buoys. Consequently, this
would alleviate the need for more extensive buoy networks, and in
some instances provide an alternative to physics based numerical
modelling.
Although the model provides suﬃciently accurate predictions
there are a number of ways in which the approach might be
improved. One such improvement would be to go beyond the stan-
dard Gaussian and Student’s t-copula and look at more advanced
ways of modelling the dependence structure such as nested
Archimedean or vine copulas. These approaches are well suited to
capturing dependence structures between many variables which in
turn will lead to more accurate predictions. The wave buoymeasure-
ments also contained information on sea state characteristics other
than the wave height such as the mean wave direction and so an
interesting improvement would be to incorporate these covariates
into the model, possibly through a conditional copula (Acar et al.,
2011; Patton, 2006), and to discover the effect this has on the accu-
racy of the predictions. The model might also be improved to include
prediction of the wave period and hence provide a means of deriving
multivariate design conditions.
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Appendix A. Copulas
A copula (C) is a multivariate probability distribution function
whose marginals are all uniform (0, 1). If U = (u1,u2, . . . ,uD) is uni-
formly distributed in (0, 1) then the D-dimensional copula is given
by:
C(u1, . . . ,uD) = C(U1 < u1, . . . ,Un < uD)
Using the result that any continuous random variable X with
probability distribution function Fi can be transformed by its proba-
bility integral transform to lie between (0, 1). For a set of continuous
random variables X1,X2, . . . ,XD with marginal probability distribu-
tion functions F1, F2, . . . , FD and joint distribution function F1,2,. . . ,D,
then
F(x1, . . . , xD) = C (F1(x1), . . . , FD(xD))
where C is unique as long as F1, F2, . . . , FD are continuous, a result
ﬁrst shown in (Sklar, 1959). So any joint probability distribution
function can be expressed as a combination of a copula and each of
the variables univariatemarginal distributions. Formore information
regarding copulas see Joe (1997) .
Two elliptical copula types can be discussed here:
A.1. Gaussian copula
If X1,. . . ,Xn is a set of correlated variables with correlation matrix
C, then for U = (u1, . . . ,uD) in (0, 1)n the Gaussian copula is deﬁned
as
CC(u) = VC
(
V−1(u1), . . . ,V−1(uD)
)
where V−1 is the inverse cumulative distribution function of a
standard normal and VC is the joint standard normal cumulative
distribution function with mean vector 0 and correlation matrix C.
A.2. Student’s t-copula
If X1,. . . ,Xn is a set of correlated variables with correlation matrix
C, then for U = (u1, . . . ,uD) in (0, 1)n the Student’s t-copula is deﬁned
as
CuC(u) = tuC
(
t−1u (u1), . . . , t
−1
u (uD)
)
where t−1 is the inverse cumulative distribution function of the one
dimensional Student’s t-distribution with u degrees of freedom and
tuC is the joint cumulative distribution function for the Student’s t-
distribution with u degrees of freedom.
Appendix B. Probability integral transform
The probability integral transform states that if X has the contin-
uous cdf FX(x) and the random variable U is deﬁned as U = FX(x).
Then U is uniformly distributed on (0, 1), that is, P(U ≤ u) = u, 0 <
u < 1. Conversely, the inverse probability integral transform states
X = F−1X (U) has distribution function FX. For a proof see Casella and
Berger (1990). So, to transform a realisation of X to (0, 1) apply FX
and to transform a realisation of U to Xwith distribution function FX,
apply F−1X .
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Appendix C. Kendalls t
For a random vector (X,Y), Kendalls t, is deﬁned as
t = Pr
{
(X − X˜)(Y − Y˜) > 0
}
− Pr
{
(X − X˜)(Y − Y˜) < 0
}
where (X˜, Y˜) is an independent copy of (X,Y). It is therefore the
probability of concordance minus the probability of discordance.
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